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INSET PRESS-. 256. KPA ( 37.2PSIR) COMB EXIT TEMP-526.8 DEG C [980. DE G F)
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TITLE: 1`F 102 OPERRTING POINTS
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31.5 63	 125	 250	 500	 1000	 2000 4000 8000
FREQUENCY-FIZ
RVC0-LYC0MlN ru'	 DIVISION
550 SOUTH MPIN Sr . , STMnTFORO,	 CONN.	 06497
ONE	 THIRD	 OCTAVE BAND	 ANALYSIS
TITLE:	 ZERO FUEL FLOW OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS=	 374. KPR ( 54. 3 PS I A.) .	 COMB EX I T TEMP= 171 .6 DEC Cf341.	 BEG F) .
AIR FLOW= 6. 4 q	 KG/SEC ( 14.2	 ss/SEC)	 FUEL FLOW.= 0.	 KG/HR 1 O.	 a/HR)
TEST ORTE:	 4/19-21/77
PROBE NUMBER:	 I	 GROUP: II




















































I WG	 .# f - t
RVCC-LYCOMING DIVISION
550 SOUTH MR1N 9T., STRFTFORD, COIN. 05497
ONE THIRD OCTRVE BRND RNRLYSIS
TITLE:	 ZERO FUEL FLOW OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 374. KPA (54. 3 PS IR) , COBS EXIT TEMP= 171.6 Dr_G C ( 9 1; I. OEG Fi
RIB FLOW=6.44 nG/S.EC 114.2 a/SEC) , FUEL FLOW= 0.
	
hG/NF t 0.	 a/HRJ
TEST DATE:	 4/19-21/77





$SO SOUTH MRIN ST., STRPTFORO, C0 101. OZ497
ONE THIRD OCTR`f E BRND ANRLYSIS
TITLE:	 ZERO FUEL. FLOW 4PERPTING POINT$
INLET PRESS= 374. HPR ( 54. 3 PS IA) , COMB EXIT TEMP= 1 71.6 DEC C t341. DEG F1
flirt FLOW = 6.4 5 KG/SEC ( 1 q .2 ;s/SEC1 , FUEL FLOW= 0.	 K C / FIR ( 4.	 u/Hiii
TEST ORTE;	 4/19-21/77





105. .	 ..	 .	 . 	 ......
100. A
90 .




550 SOUTH MATN ST.,	 STRATFORD,	 CONN.	 06497
ONE THIRD	 OCTRVE BRND ANRLYSIS
TITLE-	 ZEHO FUEL FLOW OPERATING POINTS
I NLET PHESS=	 37 1.. KPR	 54. 3 PS I R) ,	 COM13 EX I T TEMP^ 171 . 6 DEG C 1 341	 DEG F)
RIP, FLOW= S. 44	 Kr;/SEC	 14. 2	 it/SEC) ,	 FUEL FLOW^ 0.	 KG/Hfit 0.	 #/HR)
TEST	 ORTE:	 4/1:-21/ 77






51.5 6?	 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 5010
FREQUENCY-H?
AVC0-L^'C0M I NG DIVISION
550 SOUTH MAIN ST., STRPTFOaO. CONN. 06497
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BAND ANALYSIS
TITLE:	 ZERO FUEL FLOW OPE9RTING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 417. KPR ( 64. 8 PS IR) , COMB EXIT TEMP= 203.2 DEG C(393.  DEG F)
RIB FLOW =









580 SOUTH MAIN ST. , STRRTFOR0, CONN. 06427
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BAND ANALYSIS
TITLE:	 ZERO FUEL FLOW OPEBRTING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 447. K.PA ( 64..6 PSI Al , COMB EXIT TEMP=203.2 DEG G (398. DEG P)
RIM FLDW=7.94 KG/SEC ( 17.5 a/SEC] , FUEL FLOW= 0.	 KG/HR ( 0.
	
a/HR]
TEST 11RTE: .	 4/I9-21/77
PROBE NUMBE R: 2.	 GROUP: 1I	 PUN NUMBER:	 8
127
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550 SOUTH MR IN 5T., STRATFORD, CONN. 06497
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BAND ANALYSIS
TITLE:	 ZERO FUEL FLOW OPEWING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 447. KFR( 6 14.8PSIR] , COMB EXIT TEMP= 203.2 13EG C(398. BEG F)
AIR FLOW= 7.94 K lj/5EC( 17.5 a/SEC) , FUEL FLOW = 0.	 KG/Hfi ( 0.	 #/HR)
TEST ORTE;	 4/19-21/77
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3I.5 83	 125
	 250	 500	 1000 2000 4000 8000
FREQUENCY—HZ
<.q
iRVCO-LYCOMIINC DIVISION	 --	 -
550 SOUTH MAIN ST., STRp TFORC, CONN. O6497
ONE THIRD OCTRVE BRND RNRLYSIS
a	 TITLE-	 ZERO FUEL FLOW OFERRTING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 447. KPRI64.8PSIR), COMB EXIT TEMP=203.2 DEC C(398. DEG F),
RIP FLOW= 7.94 KG/SEC ( 17.5 #/5EC) , FUEL FLOW= 0. 	 KG/HH ( 0.	 #/HR)
TEST DATE:	 4/I9-21/77


















31.5 63	 125	 250	 500 1001 2000 4000 8000
FREOUENC { - 11Z
RVCU—LYCOMING	 DIVISION
55 0 SOUTH MRIN 'iT.,	 5TRRTFOR0,	 FINN.	 GF•497
ONE THIRD	 OCTAVE	 BRND HNRLISIS
r TITLE: ZERO FUEL. FLOW OFERRTING POINTS
t
} INLET P RESS = 	44 . KPR L 64. 8 PS IR.) ,	 COMB	 F\ _' T 	 TEMP= 253.2 DEG	 C i 396.	 "_, EG	 Fl,
RIR FLGW = 7.94	 KG / 5EC 1 17. 5	 ti/5ECl ,	 FUEL
	
FLOW- 0.	 KG /FIR 10.	 a/HR)
TEST [3RTE:	 4/19-21/77
_



















31.5 03	 125 2 ri 0 500 1000 2000 9 (,O 8001)
-HZFREQUENZY
AVCO-LICOMING DVISION
550 50UT[l MRJN ST.. STRRTF(IRD, CON'S. 051197
J I 
ONE THIRD OCTRVE BAND ANAL)'k-7-15
T 1. T L E -	 ZERO FUEL FLOW OPERRTING POINTS
TEMP= 232.4 DEG C I WS0. DEG F^INLET PRE^	 554. KPRI 130.4f'Si q ) , COMB EXIT
PIR FLDW 9.62 KGISEC 1 21. 2 r /SEC)	 FUEL FLOW = 0.	 KG/tiFt 1 0.	 a/MR)
TEST ORTE:	 4/19-21/77
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31.5 53	 125 250 500 10GO 2000 4n00 8000
F R E ^@' J 'I-  N C I —H Z
RVCO-LICOM I NF2 DIVISION
550 SOU iri Mi;IN 5T., S T PF TF',' P [;. CONN. Or)U97
ONE THIRD DCTqV l- D HIND RNAL i S  151
TITLE:	 ZE50 FUEL FLOW OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRE55= 554. KPri(80,4PSIM. COM. 8 EXI T TEjj F = ;-) 32.4DEf, C1450. DEG F,
AIM FLOW=9.62	 R/SEC), FUEL FLCW = 0.	 f(FT/H„ 1 0.	 #IHFJI
T EST q RTE:	 4/19-21/77
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	 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
FREQUENCY—HZ
RVCC--LYCOMING DIVISION
$50 SOUTH MAIN S T., STRRTFORD, CONN. 0640—,
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BAND RNRLYSI-S
TITLE:	 ZERO FUEL FLOW OPEPIRTING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 554. KPR ( BO.4PSIA) , COMB EXIT TEMP=232.4 DEG C (450. DEG F)
RTR FLOW= 9.62 KG/SEC ( 21.2 */SECJ , FUEL FLOW= 0.
	 KG/H9 ( 0.	 #/HR1
TE ST ORTE:	 4/19-21/77
PROBE NUMBER: 6.	 GROUP: II
	 RUN NUMBER:	 9
x	 ^A	 i	 _
137
RVCO—LYCOMING DIVISION
550 SOUTH MAIN ST., STRATFORD, CONN. 06497
ONE THIRD OCTRVE BRND RNRLYSIS
TITLE:	 COMPUTER DEFINED OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 258. KPR ( 37. 4 PSIR) , COMB EXIT TEMP= 582. 1 DEC; C [ 1080. DEG F)
AIR FLOW= 4. 16 KG/SEC ( 9.8 #/SEC) , FUEL FLOW= 188. KG/HR ( 416. a. /HR)
TEST O RTE:	 4/16-21/77
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90.













550 SOUTH MAIN ST., STRATFORD. CONN. 08497
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BLAND ANAIL-YSIS
TITLES	 COMPUTER DEFINED OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 2S8. KPP 137. 4 PS IP.) , COMB EXIT TEMP= 582.1 DEG C ( 1080. DEG F)
AIR FLOW= 4.46 KG/SEC ( 9,8 a/SEC) , FUEL FLOW= 188. KG/HR ( q 16. a/HFi)
TEST ORTE:	 4/19-21/77



































110. .... ..	 ;.
a







90. Ir ^	 ^






550 SOUTH MAIN ST., 5TRATFOBO, CONN. 06897
ONE THIRD OCTRVE BAND ANALYSIS
TITLE:	 COMPUTER DEFINEO OPERRTING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 258. KPR t $7.4 P5IR1 , COMB EXIT TEMP= 582. 1 DEG C 1 1080. DEG Fl
AIR r-LOW = 4.46 KG /SEC ( 9.8 #/SEC) , FUEL FLOW = 188, KG /HR i 416. #/HRI
TEST DATE:	 ►I/19-21/77
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31.5	 63 125	 250	 500	 1000 2000 4000 8000
FREQUENCY—HZ
AVCO—LYCOMING DIVISION	 F
550 SOUTH MRIN ST., STRRTFORD, CONN. 06497
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BAND ANALYSIS
TITLE-	 COMPUTER DEFINED OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS= ' _4. KFA t 45.6 PSIR! , CaMB EXIT TEMP= 606. 3 DEG C ( 1123. DEG F) .
RI'R FLONb 5.18 KG/SEC ( 11.4 a/SEC) , FUEL FLOW= 219. KG/HR 1 403. a/HB)
TEST ORTE:	 4/19-21/77
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125	 250	 500	 lOnO 2000	 K00
FREQUENCY-HZ
RVCO-LYCOMING DIVISION
550 SOUTH Mfl.IN ST., STRRTFOPD, f- ONN. 06497
ONE THIRD OCTRVE BAND RNRLYSIS
TITLE:	 COMPUTER DEFINED OPEARTING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 314. KPA I YS. 6 PS IR1 , COMB E%IT TEMP= 606.3 DEG C ( 1123, DEG Fi
AIR FL0Wz 5.19 KG/SEC 1 11.4. or/SEC) , FUEL FLOW= 219. 1(G/H9 ( 483. a/NA!
TEST DATE:	 4/19-21/77





























31.5 63	 1"15	 251	 500 icoc, ^r[jrl	 Ron-
FBEQUENC Y —IJZ
AVCO—LYCOMING DIVISION
550 SOUTH MAIN 5T.. STRATFOR0, CONN.
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BRND RNRL'131S
TITLE-	 COMPUTER OEFINED OPERRTING POINT5
INLET PRESS= 314. ilPA ( LIS, 6 PS In) , COMB EX I T TEMP= 6C6. 3 UEG C: ( i 1 23, OEG F)
AIR FLOW= 5. 18 KG/SEC I I I . q *J5EC) , FUEL FLOW= 21 9. KG/ HB ( -163. ne 111R)
TEST DRTEs	 4/19-21/77





















0	 120. p	 ... .. 	............	 ........ 	 .... ........... _.._..._	 _....-	 ^......	 _	 I
WO-LYCOMING DIVISION
550 SOUTH MRIN ST., STRRTFORD, CONN. 05497
ONE THIf D OCTRVE BAND RNRLY5I5
TITLE:	 COMPUTER DEFIVED OPERRTI.NG POINTS
INLET PRESS- 314. KPR f 4:5.6PSIR] . COM3 EXIT TEMP=6{16.3 DEG C 1 1123. DEG F),
RIfi FLOW= S. '. S KG/SEC ( 1 I.4 * / SEC) , FUEL FLOW= 219. K ;HR 1 483. a/14Rl
TEST ORTEt	 4/19--21/77






SSO SOUTH M^ • N ST., STRATFORD, CGNN. 05497
ONE THIRD OCTAVE SAND ANALYSIS
TITLE:	 COMPUTER DE INED OPERf1TING POINTS
INLET PRESS 314. KPR ( 45. S PS IA) , COMB EXIT TEMP= 606, 3 DEG C( 1123. DEG F) ,
AI'R FLOW=5.18 KG/SEC 1 11.4 #/SEC) , FUEL FLOW= 219. KG/HR ( 4.83. u./HR)
TEST ORTEe	 4/19-- 21/77










































31.5 63	 125 250 500 1000 2000 ?I000 8000
FREQUENCY-HZ
RVCO-LYCOMING DIVISION
550 SOUTH MAIN ST., STRP TFORD, CONN. 06497
ONE THIRD OCTAVE SAND RNRLYSIS
TITLE:	 COMPUTER DEFINED OPEMRTING PLAINTS
INLET PRESS= 375. KPR ( 5 14A PSIR) , COMB EXIT TEMP=669.4 DEG C 1 1237. DEG F)	 v
_	 RIfi FLOW= 5.87 KG/SEC ( 12.9 n/SEC) , FUEL FLOW= 275. KG/HR ( 607, a/HRl
TEST DATE%	 4/19-21/77
PROSE NUMBER: 1.	 GROUP: III	 RUN NUMBER:	 22
150
..	 ....	 ....	 ..
....................
	 .
.	 . . . . . . 	 . .	 .	 . . . .
..	 .	 ...... .
...	 ....	 ..	 .	 .....	 ..
.	 ....	 ....	 .
...	 .......
..... 	 ....	 .	 . .....	 ..	 .	 ...	 ..	 ..	 .	 ...
.......	 .	 .	 ..... .	 ..	 .	 ...	 ..... .	 .	 .	 ....	 ......	 ...




























31.5 63	 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
FREQUENCY-HZ
AVCO-LYCOMING DIVISION
550 SOUTH MAIN ST., STRATFORD, CONN. 06497
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BAND ANALYSIS
TITLE:	 COMPUTER DEFINED OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 375. KPA( 54.4 FS 143 ) . COMB EXIT TEMP= 669. 4 UEG C ( 1237. DEG F)
RIR FLOW= 5.67 KG/SEC f 12. 9 # : /SEC) , FUEL FLOW= 275. KG/Hfi ( 607. #/HRI
TUT DATE:	 4/19-21/77
PROBE NUMBER: 2.	 GROUP: III	 RUN NUMBER:	 22
151
15 0 .
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31.5 63	 125	 250	 500	 1000	 2000 gOnO 6000
FREQUENC: -HZ
AVCO-LYCOMING	 DIVISION!
$50 SOUTH MAIN ST.,	 STRATFORD,	 CONN.	 06497
ONE THIRD	 OCTRVE BAND	 ANALYSIS
TITLE: COMPUTER DEFINED OPERRTING POINTS
` INLET PRESS= 375. KPR l 54.4 PSIR1 ,	 COMB EXIT TEMP= 669.4 DEG C ( 1237. DEG F) ,
AIR FLOW = 5.07	 KG/SEC 1 12.9	 #/5ECi ,	 FUEL FLOW= 275.	 KG/tiR 1 607.	 a/KR:
TEST DATE:	 4/19--21/77
PROBE NUMBER:	 3.	 GROUP: III	 RUN NUMBER:	 22
152










..,..:e.,.a...,......=a:.4:..+.-t-. ..t.»^,,..._..M.,..,..:^..^, ,..w-^1..:,....:,...._....^,. _. .__^..
	
..... ..............—w...»un. ...^,:.,r:,Rr.,.,.^..,,..^_. __:.,..._......w.::-.,..a.^, _.....a...Nr^...^,we=..:vr.+,... .a.u-,u^i.;.,,^
	 '
AVCO--LYCOM I NG DIVISION
550 SOUTH MAIN ST.. STRATFORD, CGN'''. CSg27
ONE THIRD   OCTR	 1	 'TD ..
TITLE:	 COMPUTER DEFINEO OPERRTIP;G POINT5	
4
INLET PRESS= 575. KPR f 54.4 PSIF1 , COMB EXIT TEMP= 659.4 GEG C ^ 1 25". .'EG ;:7,,
RJR FLOW 5,87 ISG/SECS 12.9 a/SECT, FUEL. FLOE- 275. K5/^i^ii 	 r. a/HP;
TEST OATE:	 4/19 -21/77















31.5 63	 125	 250	 500	 1000 2000 4000 6000
FREQUENCY-19Z
AVCO-LYCOMING DIVISION
550 SOUTH MAIN ST., STRRTFORD, CONN 06497
ONE THIRD MCITRVE BRND RNRLYSIS
TITLE:	 COMPUTER DEFINED OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 375. KPA ( 54.4 PSIA) , COMB EXIT TEMP- 669.4 DEG C 1 1237. DEG F)
RIB FLOW= 5, 67 KG/SEC f 12..9 #/SFC) . FUEL FLOW- 275. KG/HR t C07. v/HR)
TEST DATE:	 4/19-21/77
PROBE NUMBER- 5,	 GROUP: III	 RUN NUMBER:	 22
154
..........
- ii ' s	 i mn
p
AVCC-LYCOMING DIVISION
550 SOUTH MAIN ST., STRATFORD, CONN. 06497
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BRNO RNRLYSIS
TITLE-	 COMPUTER DEFINED OPERHTING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 37 ,^ . KPR I 5 1 .4PSIRI , COMS EXIT TEMP=669.4 DEG C ( 1237. DEG F)
AIR FLOW= 5.87 KG/SEC f 12.9 #/SEC). FUEL FLOW= 275. KG/4fi ( 607. a/Hfil
TEST ORTE:	 4/19-21/77
PROLE NUMBER: 6.	 GROUP- III	 RON NUMBER:	 22
155
ii AVCO	 D I V i s I C{
550 SCU TH MAIN ST., 5T9RTFGRO. Cll;N.	 _7
ONE THIRD OCTFVE BRIND -7 R^ YSiS
TITLE!	 COMPU TER QEF I NEa OPERRTING PO INTS
i	 INLET PRESS- 450. KPA ( 55. 2P5TF1 . COMB EXI T TEMP 72G.8 -EU C i :5^6. CE-
R1F1 FLOW=7. 10 KG15 EC E 15.7 */SEC) , FUEL FLOW= 358. KG/H.19 ( 755. =/`al
TEST OPTE:
	 4/19-2€/77












550 SOUTH MAIN ST., STRATF09D. CONN. 061i97
ONE THIRD OCiRVE SAND RNALYSIS
TITLE:	 COMPUTER DEFINED OPERRTING POINTS
CNLET PRESS= 450, KPR 1 65.2PSIRl , COMB EXIT TEMP=729.8 BEG C ( 1346. BEG F)
PIR FLOW= 7.10 KG/SEC ( I5.7 M/SEC) , FUEL FLOW= 358. KG/hR 1 735. */MR)
TEST DRTEi	 4/19-21/77
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31.5 63	 125 250 500 1000 2000 q 000 8000
FREQUENC r-HZ
AVCO-LYCOMINC DIVISION
550 SOUTH MAIN ST., STRATFORD. CONN. 05497
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BAND ANALYSIS
TITLE:
	
COMPUTER DEFINED OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS= q 5O. KPA [ 65.2PSIR1 , COMB EXIT TEMP= 729.8 DEG C f 13Q6. DEG Fl
AlR FLOW- 7. 10 KG /SEC ( 15. 7 a/SEC) , FUEL FLOW= 358. KG /HR ( 769. u/HR]
TEST DATE:	 4119-21/77
PROBE NUMBER: 3.	 GROUP: III

























	 125 250 5n0 1000 2000 4000 6000
FREQUENCY-HZ
AVCC-LYCOMING DIVISION
550 SOUTH MAIN ST., STRATFORD, CONN. 0549? ht
ONE THIRD OCTRVE BRND RNRLysis
TITLE:	 COPIPUTER DEFINED OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 454. KPAI 65.2PSIA) , COMB EXIT TEMP-729.b DEG 1 f 1346. DEG Fl,
RJR FLOW=7. 10 KG/SEC ( 15. 7 it/SEC) . FUEL FLOW = 358. KG/Hfi 1789. #/HRJ
TEST DATE:	 4/19-21/77
PROBE NUMBER: 4.	 GROUP: II I 	 RUN NUMPER:	 ^3
159
160.






















31.5 63	 125 250 500 1000 20Cj ^nCO 600"'
FREQUENCY-HZ
AVCO-LYCOMING DIVISION!
550 SOUTH MAIN ST., STRATFORD, CONN. 0349-
ONE THIHO OCTAVE BRNB RNRLYSIS
TITLE:	 COMPUTER DEFINED OPERRTING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 450. KPR 165.2P5IR) , COMB EXIT TEMP=729.8 DEG C ( i'46. BEG F)
R I R FL OW= 7. 10 KG/SEC I 15. 7 ./ SEC I , FUEL FLOW= 358. KG /HR 1789. n/K9R
TEST O RTE:	 4/1.9-21/77
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550 S©UTH MAIN ST., STRATFORD, CONN. 05197
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BAND RNRLYSIS
TITLE:	 COMPUTER DEFINED OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS= S5E. KPFI [ 80.6 PS IA) . COMB EXIT T.EMtP= 81 S.7 OEG C i 1487. DEG P)
RIR FLOW= 8.70 KG/SEC t 19.2 «/SECI , FUEL FLOW= 899; KG/HR ! 1100. •/Hfll
TEST ORTE:	 4/19-21/-77
PACBE NUMBER: 3..	 GROUP: III








125 250 500 1000 2000 U000 8000
FREQUENCY--HZ
AV O-LY COMING. DIVISION
550 SfIU 'TH MEAN ST., STRATF© RD. CONIC. 06497
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BOND ANALYSIS
°iTLE !.-	 COMPUTER. DEFINED OPERRTI . NG POINT S.
INLET PRESS- 556. KPR ( 813. B PS IR) . COMB EXIT TEMP = 813.7 PEA u t 1497. DEG F] .
AIR FLOW-6.70 KG/SEA: 1 19.2 n /SECI FUEL FLOW= q 99, KG/HH ( 1IDO.. 01HR)
TEST ORTE
. t	 4/19-21./77
PROBE NUM BER: It.	 GROUP: 1I.I	 RUN NUMBER.:	 214
165
Ll
.. RVCO- LYCCMING DIVISI ON
SSD SOUTH MAIN ST., STRRTFORD. CONN. 06497
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BAND A NALYSIS
TITLE:	 COMPUTER DEFINED OPERRTING POINTS
INLET PRESS 556. KPR C 8 p.6PSIRI . COMB EXIT TEMP=813.7 DEG C 1 1497. DEG F)
	 1
RIR FLOW- 8.70 KG/SEC( 19 . 2 */SEC), FUFL FLOW = 499. KG/1!R [ I300. #/EHfl)
TEST gATEi	 4749=21/77
PROBE NUMBERt 5._ _
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250 500 1€300 2000 4000 0000
.FREQUENCY-H
AMI-LYCOMING DIVISION
550 SOUTH MAI N 5T., ST RRTFORC, CONK. 05197
ONE THIRD CURVE BAND, RNALYS I S
TITLE:	 COMPUTER DEFINED OPEARTING POINTS
INLET PRESS- :556...KPR ( BO.6FSlA) . COMB . EXIT TEMPa 813..7 DEG . C:I 1497 . . DEG F) ,
AIR FLOW.. 0 70 .. KG/SEC T 19.:2. s.15EGI.; FUEL FLOW 499. KG/MR t 1100. */MR)
TEST DATE:	 4119-21/77
PROBE hlWBEA G.	 GROUP: III
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550 SOUTH MAIN ST. 0 5TARTFORD, 'CONN. 05497
ENE THIRD OCTAVE BRNC1 RNALYSS
TITLE.	 OFF DES IGN RIR FLOW OP£RRTING POINTS
INLET PRESSw 374. KPR 54.2 PSIRI , COMB EXIT TEMP= 597.3 BEG C[ 1107. BEG F),
-
RIR: :ftWz L. SO .KG%5EE.I= .10:8 -w-/SEC) . FUEL FLOW= 196, KG/HR 1 452. *YHR)
TEST ORTE:	 4/19•••21/77
PROBE NUMBERS 2,
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31.5 63	 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
FREQUENCY—HZ
RVCO—LYCOMING DIVISION
550 SOUTH MAIN ST.. STRATFORD, CONN. 06497
ONE THIRD OCTRVE BAND ANALYSIS
TITLE:	 OFF DESIGN AIR FLOW OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 377. KPA( 54.7PSIA) . COMB EXIT TEMP= 598.1 DEG C 1 1109. DEG F)
AIR FLOW- 5.75 KG/SEC 1 12.7 */SEC) , FUEL FLOW-- 230. KG/HR 1 505. #/MR)
TEST DATE:	 4/19-21/77
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31.5 63 125	 250	 500 1000 2000 4000`8000
FREQUENCY-HZ
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550 SOUTH MAIN ST.. STRATFORD. CONN. 06497
ONE THIRD QCTRVE BRND RNRLYSS
a	 TITLE'-	 OFF DESIGN AIR FLOW OPERRTING POINTS 	 7
INLET PRESS-. 37 11...KPA[ 54 . 3PSIRI:...COMB EXIT. : TEMP- 604-7 DEG 0.1 1121. DEG .FI...,	 a
fills FLAN= S..#1'1 KWSEC ( I7.7 %SECT ,' FUEL FLOW 325. KG/HR ( 716. 's'/HH)
` -	 TEST 1)RTEt	 4/i°9-2:1/77 	 f
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SSO SOUTH MAIN ST., STAPTFORD, CONN. 051197
ONE THIRD OCTRVE BRND..RNRL.YSlS
T I TLE!
 	 OFF DESIGN AIR FLOW OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS- 374. KPA I Sti..3 PSIA) , COMB EXIT TEMP-- 604.7 DEG C( 1121. DEG Fl,
RIFT FLOW- 6. 0 1 KG/SEC ( 17.7 */SEC) , FUEL FLOW- 325.. KG/HR ( 716.. . . */.HBI
TEST QATEs	 t&/19-21/17
PROBE NUMBER: -6.	 GROUP: IV	 RUN NUMBER-.	 15
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550 $MUTH MAIN ST., STRATFURO. CONN. 06497
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BAND RNRLYSIS
TITLE:	 0 . FF DESIGN SIR FLOW OPERATING   . POINTS
INLET PRESS- 374. KPR f S4.2 PSIA) , COMB EXIT TEMP- 171.8 DEG 01341. DEG Fl,
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WO-LYCOMING DIVISION
550 SOUTH MAIN ST.. STRATFORD. CONN. 06497
ONE THIRD CURVE BAND RNRLYSIS
TITLE:	 OFF DESIGN AIR FLOW OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 37q . KPA I S4.2 PS IA) , COMB EXIT TEMP- 171.8 DEG C ( 341. DEG F1
PIR FLOW- 4.88 KG/SEC ( 10.8 */SEC) , FUEL FLOW= 0.	 KG/HR ( 0.	 */HR)
TEST DATES	 4/19-21.177





























WO-LYCOM I NG DIVISION
550 SOUTH MAIN ST.., STRATFORD, CONN. 06197
ONE THIRD. OCTAVE BAND ANALYSIS
TITLE:	 OFF DESIGN AIR FLOW OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 3711.. KPR t 5u. 2 PSIA! , COMB E%IT TEMP= l7I .8 DEG C(341.  DEG F)
AN FLOW= it. 88 KG/SEC 1 10.8 */SE.C! , FUEL FLflW= 0.
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550 SOUTH MAIN ST., STRATFORD. CONN. 06497
ONE THIRD DCT pVE BRND A NALYSIS
TITLE:	 OFF DESIGN AIR FLOW OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS, 379. KPR t 54.2 PS IRl COMB EX  T TEMP = 171.8 DEG C ( 341. DEG F) .
AIR FL0N= 4..08 KG /SEC I . I0.0 */SECT
.
. FUEL FLOW = 0.	 KG/liR E 0.	 # /HRI
TEST OR7T Es	 4/19-21/77
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31.5 6 3	 125 250 500 1003 2000 4000 8000
FREQUENCY--HZ
TITLE 	 OFF DESIGN AIR FLOW OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS- . $73. KPFI.( 94. . te8jAl	 CaMB EXIT TEMP=:l 72..6 DEG: C 1 : 34.3	 DEG F)
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550 SOUTH MRIN ST... STHATFORD. CQ.NN..05397
ONE THIRD CURVE DRN-D RNR LYSIS
TITLE.:	 OFF DEfiMN SIR FLOW OFE19ATING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 373. KPR C 54. I PSIR) , 'COMB EXIT TEMP- 112.6`13EG C'C343, DEG F1
HIS FLOW-f).10 KG/SEC ( 17. 9 */SEC) , FUEL FLOW= 0. 	 KG/HR C 0.	 +/HR1
TEST DATES	 4/t9
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RVCO-LYCOMINO DIV ISI ON
550 SOUTH MAIN ST.. STRATFORD, CONN. .06497
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BRNO RNRLYSI S
Tj T LE	 OFF DESI GN AIR FLOW OPERHTING POINTS
INLET PRESS- '873. KPA i 54. 1 PSIR) .' COMB EXIT . TEMP-172 .8 DEG C(343.. DEG F) .
R18 FLOW; B.10 KG/SEC 1 17.9 %/SEC) ..FUEL FLOW = 0.	 KG/HR t 0.	 */HR)
TEST QRTEt	 4I19-21/77
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AVCC-LYCOMING DIVISION
550 SOUTH MAIN ST., STRATFORO, CONN. 06497
ONE THIRD OCTRVE BRND RNRLYSIS
TITLE-	 OFF DESIGN AIR FLOW OPERATING POINTS
INLET  PRESS- 554. KPAI 00.3FSIfil , COMB EXIT TEMP-690.8 DEG C(1275. DEG F),
AIR FLOW- 7..14 KOISEC 1 15. 7 s./SEC) , FUEL FLOW = 3111. KG/HH ( 696, a/HR)
TEST DATE:	 1.1/19-21/77
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31.5 63	 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
FREQUENCY-HZ
AVCO-LYCOMING DIVISION
550 SOUTH MAIN ST.. STRATFORD, CONN. 06497
ONE THIRD OCTRVE BAND RNALYSIS
TITLE:	 OFF DESIGN A IR FLOW OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS * 554. KPA ( 80.3 PS'IA) . COMB EXIT TEMP = 690.8 DEG C ( 1275.  DEG Fl,
RI  FLGW- 7 . 14 KG/SEC 1 15.7 */SEC) , FUEL FLOW= 316., . KG /HR 1 596. vfHR)
TEST DRTEs	 4119-21/77
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31.5 63	 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 BOOR
FREQUENCY--HZ
RVCO-LYCOMING DIVISION
S50 SOUTH MAIN ST., STRRTFORD, CONN, 06497
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BRND RNRLYSIS
	
TIT LE	 OFF DESIGN RIR FLOW OPERSTING POINTS
INLET PRESS- 554. KPA [ 60. 3 PS IR) COMB EXIT TEMP = 690.8 DEG C E 1275, DEG F) .
AIR FLOK= 7.14 KG/SEC ! I5 . 7 */SEC) . FUEL FLOW- 316. KG / HR ( 696. •/HR)
TEST ORTE:	 4/19-21/77
PROBE NUMBER: 4.
	 GROUP. IV	 RUN NUMBER:	 26
20I
31.5 63	 125 250 500 1000 2000 Q000 8000
FREQUENCY-HZ
PVCC-LYCOMING DIVISION





	 OFF DESIGN RIR FLOW OPERRTING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 5511. KPR 1 80. 3 PS I A) " COMB EXIT TEMP= 690.13 DEG C 1 1275. DEG F)
Rlfl FLON- 7.14 KG/SEC ( 15. 7 N /SEC) . FUEL FLOW =
 316. KG/H9 1 696. ll/HRI
TEST DATEr
	 +1/ 1 9-21/77
PROBE NUMBER: 5.	 GROUP: IV	 RUN NUMBER:	 26
J-.	 I	 1 ;4"
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31.5 63 125	 250	 5.00	 1000 2000 4000 8000
FBEOIIENCY-HZ
RVCO-LYCOM ING DI VISION
550 SOUTH MAIN ST., STRATFORD.. CONN.-06497
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BRNO ANALYSIS
TITLE:	 OFF DESIGN AIR FLOW OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS 555," KPA 1 60. 6 PSIR) COMB. EXIT TEMP=687.1. DEG C ( 1269. -DEG F)
BIR FLOW= S.42 KG/SEC 118..6 •/SEC) , FUEL FLOW= 369. KG/HR [ 814. */HR)
TEST OR TE:	 4/19--21/77
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31.5.	63 125 250	 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
FREQUENCT-HZ
AVC0:-LYC0-MlNG 01VIS,ION.
550 SGUTH MAIN 'ST:, STRATFORD. CONK. O6497
ONE THIRD CURVE B R NQ ANALYSIS
TITLE-	 L-F DESIGN AIR FLaW OPERATING ; POINTS
INLET PRESS= 523. 4PA ( 90. 4 PS IA) . COMB EXIT .
 TEMP= 748,4 DEG Cl '.379, DEG F)
RIM FL(IN= 7.78 KG/SEC f 17.2 */,SEC) , FUEL FLOW- 380. KG/HR f 837. a/HR)
TEST O.ATE: .. 4/19-21/77.
PR©3 :NEIMR R 2.	 GfiNN IV
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31.5	 63 125	 250	 500	 1000 2000 4000 8000
FREQUENCY-HZ
AVCO-LYCOMING DIVISION
S50 'SOUTH MAIN ST., STRATF€IRD. CONN. 06497'
ONE THIRD CURVE BAND ANALYSIS
TITLE;	 OFF DESIGN RIM FLOW OPEiRRTING POINTS
INLET PRESS- 622, KPR190.2PSIRl, COMB EXIT TEMP= 245.1 DEG C(473. DEG FI,
AIR FLOW- 7.80 KG/SEC (17.2 */SEC) , FUEL FLOW= 0. 	 KG/HR 10.	 ./HRl
TEST URTEs	 4/19-21/77
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31 .5 63	 125 250 500 1000 2000 L000 8000
FREQUENCY HZ
AVCO-LYCOMING DIVISION
550 SOUTH MAIN ST., STRATFOFRD, CONN. 06497
ONE THIRD OCTRVE BAND RNRLYSIS
TITLE.	 OFF DESIGN AIR FLOW OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 622. KPA (90.2 PS IS) . COMB EXIT TEMP- 245.1 DEG C 1473. DEG F) .
AIR FLOW- 7.80 KG/SEC 1 17. .2 */SEC) .'FUEL FLOW= A.	 KUHR t 0.	 #1H"l
TEST OATEt	 4/19-21/77
P130BE NUMBER: 3. 	 GROLIP. IV	 RUN NUMBER:	 30
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550 SOUTH MAIM ST., STRATFORD. CONN. 061197
ONE THIRD CURVE BRNO RNRLYSIS
TI TLES	 OFF DESIGN AIR PLOW OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS 522. KPFt t 90.2PSIRf. COMB EXIT TEMP=245.1 DEG C ( L173. DEG F)
RIR FLOW= 7.130 KG/ SEC 1 17.2 */SEC) , FUEL FLOW= 0.	 KG/HR ( 0.	 a/HRi
TEST ORTEs	 4!19--21/77













5511 . SOLITN MAIN ST.. STRRTEORD, COON. 061197
ONE THIRD OCTRVE BRND RNRLYSIS
TI TLE:	 OFF DESIGN AIR FLOW OPERATING PA INTS
INLET PRESS= .622, KPR ( 90. 2PSIR) . COMB EXIT TEMP= 245.1 DEG C ( y 73. DEG F) ,
AIR FL(IN= 7. BD KG/SEC ( 17.2 */SEC), FUEL FLOW = D.	 NG/HH ( 0.	 #/HRI
TEST ORTE:
	 4/19-^21/77
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AVCO-LYCOMING DIVISION
550 SOUTH MPIN ST., STRATFORD, CONN. 06497
ONE THIBO . O.CTRVE BAND RNRLYSIS
TI TLEi	 OFF DESIGN AM FLOW OPERATING POINTS
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31. 5 G3	 125	 250





550 SOUTH MAIM ST., S R q TFCRJ, FW4N. 06497.
ONE THIRD OUT	 GRID flhRL` 5 T 5
TITLE:	 OFF DESIGN FUEL TO 'AIR RATIO OPERATING POINTS
INLET..PAESS- 375,. K:P.Rf
.
 54.3PSIR-)	 COMB EXIT TEMP= 525.:2 . :0EG C( .743. DEG F)
RTR FLOW= 6:41
 KG/SEC r 14. 1 'st/SW FUEL FLOW= I30. KGIHA [ 287. a/tiRl
TEST BATE:	 4/19-2:/77'
PRUSE NUMBM 2	 GROUP: , V	 RUN NUMBER-	 12
223
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31..5 63	 125	 250	 500 1000	 2000 4000 3000
FREQUENCY-HZti
AV.CQ-LYCGM I NG OIVIQIJION
550 SOUTH MR IN ST. , STRRTFORD. =N. 06497
ONE THIRD QCTRVE BAND ANRL.YS15
TITLE:	 OFF DESIGN FUEL TO AIR RATIO OFERVIUG POINTS
INLET PRESS= 375. 'KPA (54.. 3 PSTA) , COMB EXIT TEMP= 395.2 DEC C1743-  OEG F1 .
AIR FLOW=6. x}1 KG/SEC ( 1 1 . I #YSEC) , FUEL FLOW'= 130. KG/HR ( 287, a/HR1
TEST DATE:	 4/19-21 /77





WO-LYCOM I NG DIVISION
550 SOUTH MP.IN ST., STRRTFORO, CONK. 06LI97
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BAND ANALYSIS
s
F	 sr t T
TITLE:	 OFF DESIGN FUEL TO PIR RRTIO OPEHRTING POINTS
rNLET PRESS 374. KPR ( 54.2 PS IA) COMB EXIT TEMP= 801.6 BEG C 1 1 E175. DEG F!
AIR FLUN=6.37 KG/SEC ( 1 1 .1 */SEC) . FUEL FLOW= 389. KG/HR l 859. a /HHl
TEST DATE.j	 43 18-21/77
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550 SOUTH MAIN ST..	 5TRATFORD,	 CONN.	 06497
ONE THIRD OCTRVE FRND ANRLYSIS
' TITLE:	 OFF DESIGN FUEL TO AIR RATIO GP£HFlTItIC PLAIN-5
INLET PRESS=	 974, KPR(54..2PSIR),	 COMB EXIT	 TEMP=801 ..6 DEG Cl 1475. DEC. FD,
RIR FLOW= 6.37	 KG/5EC 1 14. 1	 w/5ECI .	 FUEL FLOW= 389- 	 KG /HR I .59.	 $0*;j
` P TEST DRTE:	 4/19-2I177
`:to PROBE NUMBER:	 3.	 GROUP:	 V	 RUN NUMBER:	 13 t
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31.5	 63	 125 250	 500 1000 2000 u000 6noo
FREQUENCY— HZ a
AVCI- LYCEUM i NG D I V T SION
550 SflfJT!-. 'TWIN ST., 51913 TFOMD, CONIN. 05497
ONE THIRD`OCTRVE BRND RNRLYSIS




OFF DESIGN FUEL .TO RIR. RRT10 VVIRTING POINTS..
INLET PRESS= 37 1 . KPR i 54. 2 . PS IR) COMB FAIT TE.MI'= 8d . S DEG Cl  1 1175. DEG F1
RlR FLOW= 6.37 KG/SEC ( I+1. I k ,/SEC1 FUEL FLOW= 389. KG/HR ( 959. R/tih)
TES  UATEt	 4/19-21/77

















31.5 63	 1 25	 250	 500	 1000 2-000 4000 6000
FREQUENCT-HZ
flVCO-LT%OMING DIVfSIO	 I
551) SOUTH M. R! N ST.. STFIRTFO.RC, CONIN. 05.497
ONE THIRD OCTIRVE BAND ANALYSIS
TITLE:	 OFF €)ESIGN FUEL TO AIR RATIO OPERRiING POINTS
	 °	 S
INLET PRESS— 55. 5. KPR C BO.:4PSIR) . COMB EXIT TEMP=
	
473 i pGCi C `	 RAG F1	 4
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AVCD-LYCOMING.DIVISION
:550 SOUTH M13TN ST. r .5"TFIRTFORD, CONN 06497
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BRNQ ANALYSIS
T I TLE:	 OFF DESIGN FUEL TU RIB HATIO . OPERR .TING POINTS.
INLET PRESS= 555. KPR( BOAPSIR) , COMB EXIT TEMP=473.1 DEG C1884 DEG F)





































550 'SOUTH MfllN ST.. S.TRg TF©hD.. CO.NN.::06497
ONE THIRD OCTRVE BRNO RNRLYSIS
TITLE:	 OFF DESIGN FUEL TO AIR RATIO OPERATING POINTS
	 i{
INlr.E7 PRE.55 $55. 0A ( Be. Ll S. is) , COMB EXIT TEMP= 03.1 DEG' C ( 1384.. DEG F)
AIR FLOW = 9.49 KG /SEC i 20.9 */SEC) FUEL FLOW =
 211. KG/HR ( +165. #/HR)
TEST OATEt	 4/19-21/77
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AVC0--LYC0MiNG D IVISION
550 SOUTH M.Ft.iN 5T_. S.TFiRTFORC', COMM. 06497
ONE THIRD OCTR E BANG ANALTSIS
TITL.E:	 OFF DESIGN FUEL TO RIB RATIO OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS 555. KFA ( 80.4PSIR7 , COMB EXIT T£MP=± 73.1 DEG C (H:94.. DEG F),
AIR FLOW= 9, 49 KG/SEC ( 2D.9 r/SEC). , FUEL FLOW= 211. KG/HR ( 455. *IHRJ
TEST ORTE:	 4119-21/77
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31.5 63	 125 250 500 1000 2000 9000 8000
FREQUENCY-HZ
AVCO-LYCOMING DIVISION






OCTAVE BAND . ANALYSIS
TITLE:	 OFF DESIGN FUEL TO AIR RATIO OPERATING PUNTS
INLET PRESS= 555. KPR ( 80. 4 PSI R) , COMB EXIT TEMP= 473.1 DES C (884. DEG F),
RIB FLOW;= 9. 49 KG/SEC f 20. 9 */SEC) FUEL FLOW= 21 1.
 KG/HR f 4,65. #/HR).
TEST DATE:	 4/19-21/77
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550 SOUTH MAIN ST.. STRATFORO, CONN. 06497
ONE - THIRD . OCTAVE BAND ANALYSIS.
TITLE,	 OFF DESIGN FUEL TO AIR RRTIO OPERRTING POINTS
INLET PRESS- 555. KPR C 80.4 FS IS) COMB EXIT TEMP- 473.1 DEG C (88 q . DEG F7
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ONE THIRD OCTRVE BAND ANRLYSI5
TITLE: -	 OFF DESIGN FUEL TO AIR RATIO UPERSTING POINTS
INLET PRESS- 553. NPR i 80.3 P5IA) . COMB EXIT TEMP= 888.4 ..DEG C(1631. DEG .F)
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550 SOUTH MAIN ST.. STRATFORD, CONN. 06!!97
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BAND RNRLYSIS
TITLE:	 OFF DESIGN FUEL TO RIR RATIO OPERPTING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 553. KPP 1 80.3 PSIR) , COMB EXIT TEm p = 8138.4 DEG CL 1631. DEC F?
AIR FLGW=9.59 KG/SEC( 21.1 */SEC) . FUEL FLOW= 629. KG/HR 13388. N/HR'•
TEST ORTEs	 q/19721/77


























550 SOUTH MAIN 5T.. STRATFORD, CONN. 06197
ONE THIRD DCTRVE BAND RNRLYS15
TITLE:	 OFF DESIGN FUEL TO AIR RATIO O'ERHTING POINTS
INLET PRESS- 553. KPR f 80.3 PSIRI , COMB EXIT TEMP= 888.4 DEG C s 1631. DEG F1
AIR FLOW= 9..59 KG/5EC ( 21. 1 */SEC) . FUEL FLOW = 629. KG/HR i 1368. a/HR#
TEST DATE:	 4 /19-21/77
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550 SOUTH MRIN ST., STRATFORD,	 CONN. OS49"
ONE THIRD	 OCTRVE BAND RNRLYSIS F
TITLE:	 OFF DES,GN FUEL TO SIB RATIO OPERATING POINTS ^ 4
INLET PRESS= 553. KPA ( 80. 3 PS IA) , 	 COMB EXIT TEMP= 888.4 DEG C ( 1632. DEG F;
RIB FLOW = 8.59	 KG/SEC 1 21. 1	 a/SEC) .	 FUEL FLOW = 629.	 KG /HI9 r 1388. a/HR)
TEST URTE:	 4/19-21/77
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31.5 63 125	 250	 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
FREQUENCY--HZ
RVCO—LYCOMING DIVISION
550 SOUTH MAIN 5T.. STRATFORD, CONN. 06497
ONE THIRD OCTAVE BRND ANRLYSIS
TITLE:	 OFF DESIGN COMBUSTOR INLET TEMPERATURE OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 374. KPR( 54.3PSIt:I) , COMB EXIT TEMP=563.7 DEG C( 1047. DEG F)
RIO FLOW= 6.50 KG/SEC ( 14.3 r/SEC) , FUEL FLOW 261. KG/HR ( 575, is/MR)
TEST ORTEs	 U/19-21/77
PROBE NUMBER: 4..	 GROUP, VI	 RUN !NUMBER:	 18
ai
TITLE:	 OFF DESIGN COMBUSTOR INLET TEMPERRTURE OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 374. KPA ( 54.3 PSI A) . COMB EXIT TEMP= 563 . 7 DEG Cf 1047. DEG Fl
AIR FLOW= 6.50 KG/SEC ( 14.3 */SEC) , FUEL FLOW= 261. KG /HR ( 575. x/HR)
TEST DRTE:	 4/19--21/77
PROBE NUMBER: 5.	 GROUP: VI	 RUN NUMBER:	 18
250
1
31.5 63	 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
FREQUENCY—HZ
AVCO—LYCOMING DIVISION
550 SOUTH MRIN ST., STRRTFORO. CONN. 06497
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550 SOUTH MAIN ST., STRATFORD, CONN. 06497
ONE THIRD 0:TRUE BRND RNRLYSIS
TITLE.	 OFF DESIGN COMBUSTOR INLET TEMPERATURE OPERATING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 373. KPR 1 54. 2 PSI A) , COMB EXI T TEMP= 550.5 DEG C ( 1203. DEG F)























550 SOUTH MAIN ST., STRATFORD, CONN. OG497
ONE THIRD OCTRVE BRNO RNRLYSIS
TITLE-	 OFF DESIGN COMBUSTOR INLET TEMPERPTURE OPERRTING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 373. KPA ( 54.2PSIA1 , COMB EXIT TEMP=650.5 DEG C( 1203. OES F)
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TITLE-	 OFF DESIGN COMBUSTOR INLET TEMPERRTURE OPERPTING POINTS
INLET PRESS= 373. KPA 4 54. 2 PS I R) . COMB EXIT TEMP=650.5  DEG C ( 1203. DEG F)
AIR FLOW= 8.49 KG/SEC E 14.3 */SEC) . FUEL FLOW= 263. KG/HR ( 579. */HRI
I	 T
TEST DATE:	 4/19-21/77
PROBE NUMBER: 4.	 CROUP. VI	 RUN NUMBER:	 11
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TITLE:	 OFF DESIGN COMBUSTOR INLET TEAPERRTURE OPEPATIf4 	 PC:?Jr; ^y
INLET PRESS=
	 373. KPR ( 54.2PSIA) ,
	
COMB EXIT TEMP=650.5 OEG C r 120:. C=:^ 7, ,
RIR FLOW- fi.48
	
KG/SEC (?4.3	 os /SEC ! ,	 FUEL FLOW= 263.	 Y,3/HP' [ S79.	 al.,^
TEST BATE:	 4/19-21/77
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